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10th year for Stem goes virtual
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Special thanks

Our slate of classes

The 2020 Summer STEM Institute wouldn’t
have happened if not for the dedication of many
individuals. We’d like to thank USD 383 Supt.
Marvin Wade, KSU COE Dean Debbie Mercer,
and Assistant Dean of Teacher Education Todd
Goodson for supporting our journey switching
the camp to an online opportunity.
Others leading the way: USD 383 Executive
Director of Teaching and Learning Paula Hough,
STEM principals Deb Nauerth and Sheila
Stephens, technology experts Duke Harmon and
Lucas Loughmiller, and all-around friend of
STEM Diane Daniel. And STEM wouldn’t have
been nearly as meaningful for our Core
Teaching Skills if not for Kaylee Myers,
instructor in the COE’s Curriculum and
Instruction Department.
And, last but not least, thank you to the teachers
who stepped up in incredible fashion, parents
who provided great support, and our Core
students who will be amazing future teachers.
Thank you all.
~ Lori Goodson

The Uni Rabbit was one of
the creations students made in
the Adaptation class offered in
Summer STEM.

